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Æ_SELECTION 
 
ACADEMIAE presents 
three exhibitions of young artists in three galleries in the Trentino-Alto Adige region 
 
Sabine Leclerq and Charlotte Denamur, Galerie Doris Ghetta, Ortisei 
Inauguration on September 13 at 7pm 
 
Santiago  Reyes Villaveces, Galerie Alessandro Casciaro, Bolzano 
Inauguration on September 14 at 7pm 
 
Tamara Janes, Galerie Boccanera, Trento,  
Inauguration on September 16 at 5pm 
 
 
 
PRESS RELEASE 
 
The Ae_selection project is born of the collaboration between three galleries in the Trentino-Alto 
Adige region with ACADEMIAE, the Youth Art Biennial, held in the fort of Fortezza in the 
summer of 2016, an exhibition of the works of 33 young artists from the most renowned Europe-
an art academies. In this context, three galleries – Doris Ghetta of Ortisei, Alessandro Casciaro of 
Bolzano and Boccanera of Trento – have each made a selection of artists of their own and are 
presenting their works simultaneously in a sort of coordinated diffuse exhibition across the local 
area.  

The Galleria Doris Ghetta will present Charlotte Denamur (born in 1988) and Sabine Leclerq 
(born in 1989), both students with Bernhard Rüdiger at the Ecole Supérieure des Beaux Arts in 
Lyon. Charlotte Denamur experiments with the medium of painting, the borders of the frame 
and the canvas seeming not to exist for her. She paints her colourful forms directly onto the can-
vas without fixing them. Oval in shape, they seem, so to speak, to fold away from the wall, ex-
tending through and occupying space. They hang like curtains from the ceiling or spread over 
the floor of the exhibition space. Denamur’s paintings are like fresh invasions of colour.  

Sabine Leclerq’s sculptures and objects are transpositions of her meetings with people and her 
explorations of the environment. But the works she makes with simple everyday materials paint-
ed with bright colours exert an almost human presence and enter into a direct dialogue with the 
spectator.  

The spaces of the Galleria Alessandro Casciaro will feature the works of the young Colombian 
artist Santiago Reyes Villaveces (*1986), who completed his postgraduate studies with the British 
artist Ian Kiaer at the Royal College of Art in London. He has already created an installation for 
ACADEMIAE that makes direct reference to the architecture and function of the fortress itself, 
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thus fitting into the specific local setting. Part of the work will be on show at the Galleria Casci-
aro, in combination with a set of recent works that show how Reyes experiments constantly with 
the exhibition space, its balance and its strong and weak points.  

The Galleria Boccanera in Trento, finally, will present the Swiss artist Tamara Janes, a student of 
Alexandra Navratil’s at the Hochschule für Gestaltung und Kunst HGK FHNW in Basle, whose 
work exploits masses of digital images. She studies contemporary image production, observing 
the way we relate to photography, the methods, criteria and algorithms with which images are 
presented and used on the internet, and using them deliberately as part of her modus operandi. 
The works she creates from her searches on Google Images, Instagram and other digital archives 
are either wry comments on life or samples extracted from the stream of digital images generated 
every day.  

 
 
 


